
C of Cu Lab Report Key          

Please review this, comparing it to your work.  Grade yourself on a 25 point total.  If you did perfectly, 25/25 is fine.  

Errors need to be deducted.  Be fair.  I will check some of them and I might have to overrule your grading.   

Cover page intro (something like:) We are attempting to measure the specific heat capacity constant of copper, then we 

will compare our measured result with the actual value.  We do this by measuring heat gained by measured water and 

applying the necessary joules back onto the mass of copper used.   

Questions 

1. q = mCΔT         q is unknown number of joules of energy gained by the water.  m is the mass of the deionized H2O         

                        C = 4.18 J/g·K         ΔT is the change in the WATER temp (bottom part of page 2)    SF MATTER  

2. The heat gained by the water comes from the hot copper.  Copper transferred energy to the H2O 

3. q = mCΔT       Here, q = the joules from question 1.  The copper provided those joules so we will assign them back  

                      to the copper in this equation.  m is the mass of copper.  C is our unknown (it’s the C of Cu Lab).   

                     ΔT is the change in the copper temp (top part of page 2)   SF MATTER 

4. Percent error.  The AV here is 0.39 J/g·K       Your MV is the answer is question 3    SF MATTER 

5. q = mHF       125,200 J = (m)(334 J/g)          m = 374.9 grams   (4 SF) 

6. q = mCΔT     125,200 J = (m)(4.18J/g·K)(13.00 K)          m = 2304 grams   (4 SF) 

7. q = mHV        125,200 J = (m)(2260 J/g)         m = 55.40 grams   (4 SF)     

 

Conclusion  We heated copper in a boiling water bath for 8 minutes.  The kinetic energy of the water transferred to the 

copper so we measured the “hot temp” for the copper this way.  We measured a mass of deionized water and it’s starting 

temp to the nearest 10th of a degree.  By putting the hot copper into the water, the water was heated up.  We measured 

the “hot water” temperature as well.  Of course, from a different perspective, the “hot water” temperature is also the 

“cold copper” temperature.  The 3 temps provide us with the ΔT for both the water and the copper. 

We calculated the water gained _____ Joules by the temperature rising.  These joules came from the copper, and using 

the q = mCΔT formula, we solved for the C of Cu.  I measured it to be _____ J/g·K, but the actual value is 0.39 J/g·K, so 

my percent error was  (positive or negative!)  ___ %.  The reason for this negative error is because some of the energy of 

the copper was lost to the air during transfer.  A positive error means something strange happened.   

The 3 formulas are above, and the symbols all have meanings, also outlined above.   

 This is a simple heating curve for water, to move point to point requires energy, and to calculate the thermochem to do 

each movement you must use the formulas in the boxes below.   

 

 A to B q = mCΔT  

B to C q = mHF    

C to D q = mCΔT      

D to E q = mHV         

E to F q = mCΔT      
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